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ABSTRACT

Menogaril (7-/?-0-methylnogarol) is an anthracycline which has sig
nificant antitumor activity in vivo and is in Phase II clinical trial. We
report here the drug effect on growth and cell cycle progression of LI 210
mouse leukemia cells in vitro and in vivo. At doses which inhibited the
growth of I.I 210 cells in vitro, menogaril slowed the progression of cells
through S phase and blocked cells in G2 + M. 7-A-0-Methyl-A'-de-

methylnogarol, the major metabolite of menogaril had the same effects
on cell progression in vitro. Menogaril effect on cell progression in vivo
was studied with peritoneal I 1210 ascites growing in CI)21 , mice. Early
in infection, i.e., 3 days after inoculation of 10s 1.1210 cells, DNA
histograms of cells from control and drug-treated mice showed only a (.,
peak. This presumably represented host diploid G0-G| cells which pre
dominated in the peritoneal cavity and masked the histogram of LI 210
cells. Later in infection, when about IO8or more cells were present in the

ascites, LI210 cells predominated and DNA histograms were represent
ative of I.I210 cells. When menogaril was injected at this time, the cell
cycle effects were similar to those seen in vitro. Therefore, the LI 210 in
vivo model can be used to study cell progression effects only late in
infection (when LI 210 cells predominate), and due consideration should
be given to contamination of the 1.1210 cells with host G0-G| cells.

INTRODUCTION

Menogaril (7-A-O-methylnogarol) is an anthracycline (1)
which has significant antitumor activity against murine P388
and LI210 leukemia (200 and 140% increase in life span,
respectively) and against B16 melanoma (2). In contrast to
Adriamycin, which interacts strongly with DNA, menogaril
binds much less to DNA (3), which suggests that the lethality
of menogaril may be mediated through some mechanism other
than its binding to DNA. In view of the cytotoxicity and
antitumor activity of menogaril, and its mode of action which
is probably different from other anthracyclines, this drug is now
in Phase II clinical trial. The inhibition of cell cycle phase
progression by menogaril against Chinese hamster ovary cells
in vitro has been described previously (4). We describe here the
action of menogaril in vivo and in vitro against LI 210 leukemia
cells. We also discuss the problems associated with using the
LI210 line as an in vivo model for cell progression studies.
Parts of the work have been presented previously (5).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In Vivo Experimental Procedures. Stock LI210 tumor cells were
maintained in exponential growth as ascites in male CD2F, mice.
Tumors were passaged at 1 x IO5cells once per week. LI210 cells for

experiments were harvested from stock mice before day 6, prior to
noticeable hemorrhaging in the peritoneal cavity. Experimental mice
were inoculated on day 0 with IO5 or 2 x IO5 L1210 ascites cells
suspended in 0.5 ml of BME.2 L1210-bearing mice were weighed in

groups of 10 at time of drug injection and the mean weight calculated.
Menogaril was dissolved in 0.1 M aqueous glucuronic acid and diluted
so that injection of 0.1 ml yielded the desired dose per kg of mean body
weight. At time of injection, mice were randomly divided into control

Received 5/13/85; revised 7/16/86; accepted 8/11/86.
' To whom requests for reprints should be addressed, at Cancer and Viral

Diseases Research. The Upjohn Company. Kalamazoo. MI 49001.
2The abbreviation used is: BME, basal medium Eagle.

and experimental groups and received 0.1-ml injections i.p. of 0.1 M
glucuronic acid or of drug, respectively. Groups of three mice each
from the experimental and control populations were sacrificed at dif
ferent times. Cells were harvested by peritoneal lavage as follows. Three
ml of BME containing 1 unit of sodium heparin/ml was injected i.p.,
withdrawn by syringe, and the volume of the fluid withdrawn was
determined; this process was repeated three times for each animal to
ensure that the majority of cells were recovered. The recovered ascites
was counted in a Coulter Counter Model ZBI and cells were prepared
for DNA flow cytometry as previously described (4).

Bioassay Procedure to Determine Cell Survival After Menogaril Ex
posure In Vivo. Four groups of 12 CD2P! mice were given injections
i.p. of LI 210 ranging from IO2 to IO5cells. A standard curve (Fig. 7)

was constructed based on the direct relationship between the number
of tumor cells inoculated and the life span of these animals. This
standard curve was used to estimate the number of viable LI 210 cells
in the ascites of mice given injections of 10 mg menogaril/kg i.p. Mice
were inoculated with 2 x IO5 LI210 i.p., and after 120 h were given
injections of 10 mg menogaril/kg i.p. Twenty-four and 48 h after drug
injection, ascites cells were harvested and counted. Cells (4 x IO6)from
the menogaril plus 24-h ascites, and 2 x IO6cells from menogaril plus
48-h ascites, were injected back into 12 mice each. The number of
viable tumor cells was estimated by referring the life span of these mice
to the standard curve:

% of viable L1210

No. of cells determined from standard curve
No. of cells inoculated

x 100

In Vitro Experimental Procedures. LI 210 ascites cells were grown in
vitro at 37Â°Cin RPM1 1634 (Grand Island Biological Co., Grand

Island, NY) supplemented with 5% fetal calf serum, 5 mM 2-mercap-
toethanol, and 0.075% sodium bicarbonate, in an 8% CC^-air atmos
phere. Fresh cultures were started from mouse ascites for each experi
ment, and were passaged at least twice in vitro prior to use. LI 210 cells
cultured in this manner were as leukemic as 1,1210 ascites maintained
in vivo. Drugs were dissolved at 1 mg/ml in 0.1 M aqueous glucuronic
acid and diluted in RPMI 1634 to yield the range of doses desired after
addition to the cell cultures in a volume of 1 ml. Glucuronic acid (0.1
M) was diluted to the same extent as present in the highest drug level
and was added to the controls.

Flow Cytometry. Our techniques for DNA flow cytometry have been
described in detail (4). Briefly, cells were fixed in 70% ethanol at time
of harvest. Fixed cells were stained by resuspending the sample in an
aqueous solution containing 50 Mgmithramycin/ml and 15 mM MgCl2.
Stained samples were analyzed for DNA content with a FACS-II
(Becton Dickinson FACS Systems, Sunnyvale, CA), and the resulting
histograms were analyzed for cell cycle phase distribution on an IBM
3083 computer using the algorithm first proposed by Fried (6). All
DNA histograms presented here were normalized to the same maxi
mum peak height by computer. Each of the histograms represents at
least 3 x 10" cells. The scatter-gated fluorescence analysis shown in

Fig. 9 was accomplished by electronically gating the acquisition of
DNA fluorescence using laser light scatter. DNA histograms of small
cells and large cells were acquired separately.

Drugs. Menogaril and 7-/?-0-methyl-yV-demethylnogarol were ob
tained from Dr. Paul F. Wiley of The Upjohn Company.

RESULTS

Effect of Menogaril on Growth and Cell Cycle Progression of
LI 210 i/i Vitro. The growth inhibition of exponentially growing
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MENOGARIL EFFECT ON L1210 PROGRESSION IN VITRO, IN VIVO

LI210 cells exposed continuously for about two generations
(30 h) to a range of doses of menogaril is shown in Fig. 1.
Menogaril, at 0.25 ng/ml, completely inhibited cell growth.
Lower doses (0.12 and 0.06 Mg/ml) caused dose-dependent

growth inhibition. DNA histograms and the phase distribution
of the above samples are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Control cells
show a DNA content distribution representative of an asyn
chronous, exponentially growing population. In the treated cells
during the first 6 h, the percentage of GÃ¬cells decreased,
whereas the percentage of S and G2 + M cells increased at all
menogaril doses. This indicated that cells were progressing
from GÃ¬to S, but progression through S was slowed, thus
increasing the percentage of S-phase cells. Cells were being
blocked in G2 + M which would increase the percentage of G2
+ M cells and decrease the percentage of G, cells. By 6 to 10 h
the percentage of G, cells reached its nadir. From 6 to 12 h the
percentage of S-phase cells decreased as cells progressed out of
S and accumulated in G2 + M. After 12 h at 0.06 Mg/ml cells
escaped the G2 + M block and divided, which increased the
percentage of G, cells. At 0.25 Mg/ml the G2 + M block was
complete and about 90% of the cells accumulated there by 24
h. These results show that menogaril blocks cells in G2 + M,
slows cell progression through S, and apparently does not
inhibit progression from G, to S.

Effect of Menogaril on Growth and Cell Progression of L1210
in Vivo. The effect of menogaril, injected 67 h after LI210
inoculation, is shown in Fig. 4. In control mice (given injections
of either drug vehicle or BME) LI 210 cells grew exponentially
till they reached about 2 x 10" cells/mouse at 120 h. In animals

treated with menogaril, cell growth was almost completely
inhibited for about 80 h. DNA histograms (Fig. 4Ã„)showed
that the control population was predominantly in G, at 67 and
76 h. These results were surprising for a LI210 cell population
which was growing exponentially and which would be expected
to have a high percentage of S-phase cells. The control ascites
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Fig. 1. Growth of L12IO cells in vitro exposed continuously to 0 (control) to
O.S fig menogaril/ml.
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Fig. 2. DNA histograms of cells exposed continuously in vitro to 0 to 0.5 ng
menogaril/ml.
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Fig. 3. Cell cycle phase distribution of L1210 cells after continuous exposure
in vitro to 0 to 0.25 fig menogaril/ml. These data were obtained by analyzing the
DNA histograms of Fig. 2.

contained a high percentage of S-phase cells only after the total
number of cells/mouse reached about IO8. In the menogaril-

treated mice the entire ascites population was apparently
blocked in d from 76 to 170 h (9 to 103 h after menogaril
injection). In contrast, LI210 cells treated with menogaril in
vitro were blocked in G2 + M (Fig. 2). We considered two
possibilities for these contradictory phenomena: a metabolite
of menogaril formed in vivo blocked cells in GÃ¬,or that normal
host somatic cells predominated in the ascites early in infection
and were masking the LI210 cell histogram. Beginning at 103
h after menogaril injection, LI210 cells began to grow expo
nentially. The DNA histogram of the sample taken at 172 h
shows a high percentage of S-phase cells. Control animals died
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Fig. 4. Effect of i.p. injection of menogaril (25 mg/kg) on L12IO growth and
cell progression in vivo. Mice were inoculated at 0 time with IO5LI210 cells, and
given injections at 67 h of menogaril (25 mg/kg) or vehicle (control mice). Ascites
cells were removed by peritoneal lavage and the cells were counted and fixed for
flow cytometry. A, cell counts of ascites. Points, mean ascites cell count of 3 mice;
bars, maximum and minimum count. B, DNA histograms of ascites cells. Hours
in B can be related to those in I (h after 11210 inoculation) by adding 67 h to
the former.

soon after the 170-h sample. Menogaril-treated animals died
soon after the 239-h sample.

Effect of Menogaril Metabolite on Cell Growth and Cell
Progression in Vitro. The major metabolite of menogaril is 7-
/Ã®-0-methyl-./V-demethylnogarol (7). In vitro, this metabolite
had about the same dose-response effects on cell growth and
cell progression as menogaril. Thus at 1 /jg/ml it completely
inhibited cell growth, slowed cell progression through S, and
finally accumulated about 90% of the cells in G2 + M after
about 26 h of exposure (Fig. 5). Therefore, these results showed
that the apparent blockade of cells in d, seen in vivo, was not
due to the menogaril metabolite.
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Fig. 5. DNA histograms of LI210 cells exposed in vitro to 7-/f-O-methyl-/V-
demethylnogarol (nor-7-OMEN), the polar metabolite of menogaril.

Contamination of LI 210 Cells in Ascites by Host Cells in (.â€ž/
G|. Since the in vivo results (Fig. 4) were surprising, the exper
iment was repeated and the results are shown in Fig. 6. The
control ascites at 22 and 46 h has 4 x IO6 and 6 x IO6 cells,

respectively (Fig. 6A). However, exponential growth from an
inoculum of 10' LI210 cells, with a doubling time of 12 h
would be expected to result in 4 x IO5 and 16 x IO5 cells,

respectively, in the ascites. Also cells harvested at 22, 46, and
68 h were all in GÃ¬in contrast to the DNA histogram expected
of exponentially growing L1210 cells (Fig. 6B). These results
suggested that during the first 3 days after inoculation of IO5

LI 210 cells, the ascites consisted mostly of host cells in G0/G,.
These host cells masked the DNA histogram of the fewer L1210
cells present.

Effect of Menogaril Injected Late in L1210 Infection on Cell
Growth and Cell Progression. Further in vivo experiments were
performed in which menogaril was injected late in LI 210
infection when LI210 cells predominated in the peritoneal
cavity so that cell cycle effects of the drug could be observed
without host cell interference. The results obtained when men
ogaril was injected 120 h after LI210 inoculation, when the
L1210 ascites reached about 1.5 x IO8cells, are shown in Fig.

7. Control cells harvested 3 h after drug injection showed a
high S-phase fraction consistent with a rapidly growing popu
lation (Fig. IB). There was a significant decrease in cell number
in drug-treated mice beginning at 12 h after menogaril injection
(132 h in Fig. 1A). The cell progression effects are shown in
Fig. IB. Three h after drug, little effect was apparent. By 6 h,
the S fraction had increased markedly, and at 9, 12, and 24 h,
LI210 cells were predominately in late S and G2 + M. By 48 h
and 76 h, the majority of cells were in d. At 100 h after
menogaril injection (220 h in Fig. 1A), the cell number and S
fraction both increased, indicating that viable LI210 cells were
beginning to repopulate the peritoneal cavity. The expected
depletion of G, cells [as seen with L1210 in vitro (Fig. 2)] due
to drug-induced accumulation of cells in G2 + M did not occur.
This is apparent in the 6-, 9-, and 12-h histograms. (Compare
the 9-h histogram to Fig. 2; 0.25 (ig/m\, 6 h.) These Gt cells
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Fig. 6. Effect of menogaril ( 10 mg/kg i.p.) injection on growth and progression
of L1210 cells in vivo. Mice were inoculated at 0 h with 10*L1210 cells and given

injections at 67 h of menogaril. A, cell counts of ascites: B, DNA histograms of
ascites cells. Hours in B can be related to those in A by adding 76 h to the former.

are probably noncycling host cells. Bioassay of ascites cells
harvested 24 h and 48 h after an injection of 10 mg menogaril/
kg showed that less than 1% of these cells were viable leukemic
cells (Fig. 8). This decrease in viability was accompanied by a
corresponding decrease in the number of ascites cells per mouse.
These results also suggest that a large percentage of the ascites
cells harvested under these conditions are noncycling host cells
which are not sensitive to menogaril. LI210 cells may be
differentiated from host cells in the ascites based on size. At
220 h (Fig. 1A) when L1210 cells began to repopulate the
peritoneal cavity, the ascites cells had a bimodal size distribu
tion based on narrow forward angle laser light scatter (Fig. 9).
Smaller cells were exclusively in G,, while larger cells were
distributed through the cell cycle in a manner representative of
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Fig. 7. Effect of menogaril (10 mg/kg, i.p.) injection on growth and progres

sion of L1210 cells in vivo. Mice were inoculated i.p. at 0 h with 2 x 10* L1210
cells and given injections of menogaril at 120 h when the ascites contained more
than 10s cells. A, cell counts of ascites; B, DNA histograms of ascites cells. Hours

in B can be related to those in I by adding 120 h to the former.

Control
MENOGARIL t 24 hr
MENOGARIL + 48 hr

101 102 103 1O4 105 106

L1210 INOCULUM

Fig. 8. Bioassay for viable L1210 cells in ascites of drug-treated mice. The
curve shows the life span (determined from median day of death) of mice given
injections of IO2to IO5L1210 cells. This standard curve was used to estimate the

number of viable L12IO cells in the ascites of mice given injections of 10 mg/kg
i.p. and harvested 24 or 48 h later. Less than 1% of these menogaril-exposed
L1210 cells were viable and leukemic. Points, mean of at least 12 animals; bars,
SD.

LI210 cells. Unfortunately this phenomenon was not consis
tently observed, and, therefore, cannot be confidently used to
distinguish between LI210 and host cells.
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DNA CONTENT

Fig. 9. Separation of the DNA content distribution of host cells and L1210
cells present in the ascites by differences in size based on laser light scatter.

DISCUSSION

Our results showed that early in LI210 infection (i.e., up to
the third day after injection of 10s cells), host cells predomi

nated over LI 210 in the peritoneal cavity. These host cells may
result from an influx of immune cells, may be cells resident
normally in the peritoneum, or may result from the harvest
technique (e.g., epithelial cells removed from the peritoneal
epithelium by vigorous washing). They are probably a combi
nation from all three sources. This resulted in cell counts of the
ascites being much higher than expected on the basis of LI 210
cell growth alone. For example, on the second day after injec
tion of IO5 LI210 cells, assuming no lag in cell growth and a

cell doubling time of 12 h, the expected count of LI210 alone
would be about 1.6 x IO6cells. However, the ascites contained
about 6.5 x IO6cells (Fig. 6A), indicating that at least 5 x IO6

host cells were present. It is possible that at this time the
proportion of L1210 cells in the ascites is even lower because
of the migration of LI210 cells out of the peritoneal cavity.
Hofer and Hofer (8) found that 80% of the LI 210 cells migrated
out of the peritoneal cavity during the first day. After the first
day the rate of LI 210 migration decreased considerably. The
predomination of the host cells (diploid noncycling G0/Gi
population) results in DNA histograms in which the majority
of the cells are in GÃ¬.Similar observations showing contami
nation of peritoneal LI210 cells with host cells have been
reported by Hofer and Hofer (8) and by Crissman et al. (9).
Hofer and Hofer (8) showed that host cells predominated until
the ascites population reached about 5 x IO7 cells. We also
found that when the ascites population reached 10* cells, DNA

histograms showed the characteristic distribution (i.e., contain
ing a high S fraction) of an asynchronous exponentially growing
LI210 population. Crissman et al. (9) differentiated between
host cells and LI210 cells by the lower protein: DNA ratio of
host cells. They showed that on the second day after injecting
IO5 L1210 cells only about 16% of the ascites cells were in S.
By day 4 S-phase cells constituted 39% of the total population.
These findings corroborate ours and show that the peritoneal
ascites in LI210 leukemic mice is a mixture of host cells and
LI210 cells. These host cells may result from an influx of
immune cells, may be cells resident normally in the peritoneum,
or may result from the harvest technique (e.g., epithelial cells
removed from the peritoneal epithelium by vigorous washing).
They are probably a combination of all three factors.

Significant differences were observed in the response of as

cites cells, depending on whether menogaril was injected early
(Fig. 6) or late in (Fig. 7) infection. Bioassay showed that an
injection of 10 mg menogaril/kg killed 99% of the L1210 cells.
However, such an injection did not decrease the cell number in
the ascites early in infection (Fig. 6), whereas significant de
crease in cell number was seen when menogaril was injected
late in infection (Fig. 7). Also the DNA histograms showed cell
progression effects similar to those seen in vitro only when
menogaril was injected late in infection. These results can be
explained by postulating that host cells in G0/G,, which were
not sensitive to menogaril, predominated in the ascites early in
infection, whereas menogaril-sensitive LI210 cells predomi
nated late in infection. Moran and Straus ( 10-12) have reported
on the cell kinetic effects of hydroxyurea, m-diaminedichloro-
platinum and l-/3-D-arabinofuranosylcytosine using LI210 cells
in vivo. These authors made no mention of experiencing diffi
culties similar to ours; however, certain of their data (11) are
interpretable as being the result of host cell contamination.
These experiments were performed 120 h after an initial inoc
ulum of IO5 L1210 i.p., at which time tumor burden in the
peritoneum was about 1-2 x 10" cells. We have found that

these conditions are necessary for obtaining kinetic informa
tion, but do not represent the therapeutically optimum dose
regimen for menogaril. In a similar study of the cytostatic and
cytocidal effect of 1-ÃŸ-D-arabinofuranosylcytosine, Fietkau et
al. (13) used mice harboring 6 x IO7LI210 ascites cells. These

studies indicate that meaningful kinetic information from
LI210 in vivo can be obtained only under certain well defined
conditions. Kinetic analyses of the response of LI210 cells to
antitumor drugs must take three facts into account: (a) L1210
cells do not exist as a pure population in the ascites, but are
contaminated by host cells; (A) LI210 cells migrate rapidly out
of the peritoneal cavity; (e) L1210 cells damaged by drug
treatment may be cleared preferentially by phagocytosis or lysis.
Therefore, LI210 ascites can be a useful model for determining
cell cycle effects of antitumor drugs in vivo only late in infection
when LI210 cells predominate in the peritoneal cavity, and the
extraperitoneal migration of L1210 cells is minimal (8). How
ever, the preferential removal of LI210 cells damaged by drug
exposure can result in a cell population in which the host cells
again predominate. Therefore, DNA histograms of cells where
drug exposure resulted in greater than 90% cell kill may rep
resent host cells. This problem may be solved, under certain
conditions, by dual parameter analysis [DNA-protein (9) or
DNA-light scatter] to differentiate between host and LI210
cells. Alternatively, monoclonal antibodies which are LI210
tumor specific or mouse strain specific could be used as a label
to identify tumor cells. Dual DNA immunofluorescence stain
ing could then be used to clearly differentiate LI 210 from host
cells for analysis of cell cycle phase distribution. The choice of
an in vivo model for cell kinetic studies should, however, take
into account the almost certain presence of host cells in any
experimental sample. Tumor cells should be selected, if possi
ble, with biological or physical properties which make them
more easily separable from host cells. One such property is
ploidy; the DNA histogram of a hyperdiploid tumor cell line
would be easily distinguishable from the (Â¡,peak of diploid
host cells. Pallavicini et al. (14) have used the KHT tumor.
Another such property is size or density; such tumor cells could
be separated from host cells after harvest by density gradient
centrifugaton or centrifugal elutriation for subsequent analysis.

Our goal has been to attempt to correlate cell kinetic effects
of drugs with therapeutic effectiveness. Our primary in vivo
screen for antitumor agents is interperitoneal L1210 in CD2F,
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mice, making this model our obvious choice for kinetic studies
as well. Our results have shown that dose regimens of menogaril
which result in the greatest increase in life span are inappro
priate for studying cell kinetic effects, primarily due to the
predominant presence of host cells which obscure the LI210
cells and make analysis of kinetic effects difficult or impossible.
The solution to this problem seems to be to pick a better model.
Since there is still considerable current interest in observing the
kinetic effects of drugs in vivo in order to ascertain if rational
multiple drug modalities can be predicted based on empirically
observed single drug effects, we consider the discovery of defects
in kinetic models to be important.
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